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This research is about teaching and learning irregular verb of simple past tense 
through matching game at  the first  semester of the eighth grade of SMPN 1 
Kelumbayan Barat  in the academic year of 2020/2021. The objectives of this 
research were to describe process of teaching learning irregular verb of simple 
past tense through matching game, to  describe the students‘ problems and to 
describe the teacher‘s problems in teaching and learning process. 
 
In this research, the researcher used qualitative research method. The researcher 
used purposive sampling technique to determine the sample. The researcher chose 
class VIII C as the sample which consisted of 26 students. In collecting the data, 
the researcher used three kinds of instruments, they were: observation, interview, 
and questionnaire. The researcher used three major phases of data analysis: they 
were data reduction, data display and conclusion drawing or verification. 
 
After analyzing the data, there were three points of the results. The first, the 
process  of teaching  and  learning  irregular  verb  of simple  past  tense  through 
matching game at SMPN 1 Kelumbayan Barat was run well. The second, the 
teacher got difficulties in managing the time. There was no available textbook that 
can be used in teaching irregular verb through matching game. And inadequate of 
teaching aids. The thirdh, students got difficulties in memorizing the irregular 
verbs that they had learnt; the students got difficulties in prononcing the words; 
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―And follow the best of(the courses) revealed to you from your Lord, before the 
 
penalty comes on you—of a sudden, while ye perceive not1‖ 
 

































1   Abdullah  Yusuf Ali,  The  Meaning  of the  Holy  Quran,  New Edition  with 
Qur‘anic Text )Arabic) Revised Translation, Commentary and Newly Compiled Comprehensive 
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A.  Background of the Problem 
 
 
English is an International Language and it is very important nowdays. It is the 
language of globalization, international communication, commerce and trade. 
People who  are able to communicate in English will get  easier to gain more 
information and knowledge. 
 
In Indonesia, English has been introduced as a foreign language in Elementary 
School, Junior High School, Senior High School and University level. At Junior 
High School   level,  it  is taught to the students as a compulsory subject. The 
teaching of English at school involves the teaching of the four skills: listening, 
speaking,  reading  and  writing  as  well  as  some  language  components  like 
grammar, tenses, and vocabulary. 
 
Although English has been taught to the students for years, it is still difficult for 
them. They seem to have problems in mastering components of the language such 
grammar, pronunciation, tenses and vocabulary that really play important roles in 
mastering a language. 
 
Grammar is one of the components that must be mastered by the students to learn 
English. That is why, learning English grammar is very important to understand 








different grammatical elements can be strung together to make chains of words.1 
 
Geoffrey, Margarret and Robert Hoogenraad said that grammar is a mechanism of 
putting words together, but we have said little about sound and meaning. We can 
think  grammar  as  being  central  part    of  language  which  relates  sound  and 
meaning. The meaning of a message conveyed by language has to be inverted into 
words  input  together  according  to  grammatical  rules,  and  these  words  are 
conveyed by sound.2It means that by mastering grammar, the learners will know 
how to arrange a phrase, a clause, and how to make a sentence then it can be 
communicated well. 
 
Vocabulary is one of the important language components used to support laerners 
to  master  language.  Without  mastering  vocabulary,  the  learners  will  find 
difficulties in mastering the language skills. Vocabulary is a core component of 
language proficiency and provides much of basis for how well learners speak, 
listen, read and write. Cameron says, ― vocabulary is fundamental to using the 
foreign language as discourse.‖ 3    While Thornbury says, ―without grammar very 
little can be conveyed, without vocabulary nothing can be conveyed‖4.  It is true 
that  might  be  impossible  to  learn  a  language  without  mastering  vocabulary. 





1   Jeremy  Harmer,  The  Practice  of  English  Language  Teaching,  (Edinburgh  Gate, 
England, 2007), p. 32 
2  Geoffrey Leech, et. al, English Grammar for Today, (New York, Macmillan Press, 
2000), p. 4 
3Lyne Cameron. Teaching Learning to Young Learners. (London : Cambridge university 
press, 2002). p. 46. 









One of the part of vocabulary is verbs, regular and irregular verb. Verbs are words 
that show action, activity, or what it does.5 Verbs in a sentence described activities 
or things done by subject, physical or mental activity. 6it means that verb is an 
important part in a sentence. Therefore, verbs must be thoroughly studied and 
mastered by the students. 
 
To make a correct sentence, the students should know the tense will be used, and 
the pattern of the tense itself, what the verb that they should use to make that 
sentence appropiate with the tense. Many students still have difficulties in 
mastering  tense,  especially  in  using  verb  in  make  Past  tense  sentence.  The 
students‘ are still lack in their vocabulary that‘s why they are still confuse in using 
regular verbs or irregular verbs in past form of sentense when they should use V1 
or V2. That‘s why the appropriate tehnique such a game in delivering lesson in the 
classroom should be considered. One of the game is matching game. 
 
According to Hadfield, ―matching games is a game to match the corresponding 
pair of cards or pictures, and may be played as a whole class activity, where 
everyone must circulate until they find a partner with a corresponding cards or 
pictures or as a pair work or small group activity7. According to Paramita, the 
matching game successfully improved the students' understanding on irregular 





5 Sjah Djalinus, Modern English Grammar, (Jakarta: CV. Simplex, 1977), p. 30 
6 Capella University, ‗Grammar Handbook‘, in Capella University, p. 10. 
7 Hadfield,J.Elementary Vocabulary Games.( England: Longman) 1998 .p4 
8Paramita, Thesis ― The Use of Matching Game To Improve Students‘ Understanding On 
Irregular Verb Of Simple Past Tense   at the 8th Grade of   Mts Al Ittahad Semowo, Pabelan 








and task based communication activities have been prepared to support 
communicative language teaching class9. 
 
Based on the preliminary research done in SMP N 1 Kelumbayan Barat, it was 
found  that  teaching  and  learning  irregular  verb  of simple  past  tense  through 
matching  game  is  applied  there.  From the  interview  it  was  found  that  many 
students at eight grade experienced difficulty in mastering irregular verb of simple 
past tense although the teacher had used matching game. Many students have 
problems  in  mastering  irregular  verb  of  simple  past  tense  such  as  they  still 
confuse in using regular verbs or irregular verbs in past form of sentense because 
of theirs‘ lack in vocabulary. 10  Here is the students‘ achievement of grammar 
mastery espsecially irregular verb of simple past tense at the sixth grade : 
 
Table 1 
Students’ score for irregular verb of simple past tense at the eight grade 







Studets’ score  
Number of 
 
Students <70 70 
1. VIII A 16 10 26 
2. VIII B 18 8 26 
3. VIII C 20 6 26 
4. VIII D 18 8 26 
Total Number of Students 72 32 104 
Percentage 69.23% 30.77% 100% 





9   Richard,  J.C  and  Theodore,  S.R,  Approach  and  Method  in  Language  Teaching, 
(London, Cambridge University Press, 1986), p.80 








From the table above, it can be said that the total number of students who got 
difficulties in irregular verb are 72 from 104 students. Moreover, the teacher has 
already applied  matching  game  in teaching  irregular  verb,  but  many students 
experienced difficulty in mastering irregular verb of simple past tense. As such, 
the researcher wants to know the teaching and learning process of English subject 
in SMP  N 1  Kelumbayan Barat  by observing  the game used  by the English 
teacher in teaching vocabulary especilly irregular verb of simple past tense that is 
Matching game. In addition, the researcher wants to find information about the 
causes of bad score of the students, the problem faced by the teacher in teaching 
irregular verbs of simple past tense through matching game and those faced by 
students in mastering irregular verbs. 
 
In addition, the researcher interviewed Mr. Agung Mulyono, S.Pd as the English 
teacher   about  the   capability  in   mastering   English,   especially  about   their 
vocabulary. He said that the students experienced some problems in vocabulary 
mastery specially irregular verb of simple past tense.11 
 
There were some previous research or studies about matching game and irregular 
verb that relevant to the research as follows: the first study was conducted by 
Paramita with the tittle The Use of Matching Game to Improve Students‘ 
Understanding on Irregular Verb of Simple Past Tense. This classroom action 
research was carried out to improve the students‘ understanding on irregular verb 




11  Agung Mulyono, English Teacher of SMP SMPN 1Kelumbayan Barat, An Interview 








that   matching   game   succesfully   improvement   the   students‘   understanding 
irregular verb of simple past tense.12   The difference between previous research 
and present  is this reasearch used qualitative reseach design and this research 
focus on teaching irregular verb of simple past tense through game. 
 
The second research was conducted by Ana Setiana, Improving Second Years 
Students‘ Vocabulary By Using Matching Game at MTS Nurul Ulum Gadungan. 
This research employed CAR design in which the researcher acted out as the 
temporary teacher. The data were collected by using the observation forms and 
tests. The result of the research showed that matching game was able to increase 
students‘ vocabulary attainments.13  The difference between this reasearh is this 
research employed qualitative reserach design and to know the process of teaching 
and learning irregular verb of simple past tense. 
 
The last research was The Effectiveness of Using Matching Game towards 
Students‘ Grammar Achievement of the Eight Grade at Mts Mamba‘ul ‗Ulum 
Buntalan Rejotangan Tulungagung conducted by Primita Amijayanti. The purpose 
of the research was to know the significant diferrence between students‘ grammar 
acheivement  before  and  after  being  thought  by  using  matching  game.  The 
research   design   in   this   research   was   pre- experimental   design   with   one 
group  pretest  and  posttest  from  quantitative approach. The result showed that 




12 Paramita, The Use of Matching Game to Improve Students’ Understanding on Irregular 
Verb of Simple Past Tense, (Salatiga: State Institute For Islamic Studies, 2017). 
13 Ana Setiana, Improving Second Years Students’  Vocabulary By Using Matching Game 








After  analyzed  by  using  paired  sample  t-test,  it showed that T-count was 9.16, 
whereas T-table with significant level 5% and df = 24  was  2.064.  So,  T-count 
was   greater   than   T-table.   This   means   that   Ha   which states that there is 
significant effect in using matching game to teach grammar for eighth  grade  at 
MTs  Manba‘ul ‗Ulum  Buntaran  Rejotangan  was  accepted. Whereas, Ho which 
states there is no significant effect in using matching game to teach  grammar  for 
eighth  grade   at   MTs   Manba‘ul   ‗Ulum  Buntaran  Rejotangan was rejected. 
Based   on  the   result   of  this   study,   matching   game   can  be   used   as   an 
alternative strategy to teach  grammar especially  in irregular verb of simple past 
tense for  students at MTs or Junior High school level.14 The difference between 
this reasearh is this research employed qualitative reserach design and to know the 
process of teaching and learning, problems that faced by teacher and studens and 
teaching and learning irregular verb of simple past tense through the game. 
 
From the explanation above, the researcher interested to conduct a research on 
teaching irregular verb of simple past tense through matching game. Therefore, 
this research entitled: Teaching and Learning Irregular Verb of Simple Past Tense 
through  Matching  at  the  First  Semester  of  the  Eighth  Grade  of  SMPN  1 












14Amijayanti, Primita, The Effectiveness of Using Matching Game toward Students’ 
Grammar Acheivement of the Eighth Grade at MTs Mamba’ul ‘Ulum, (Tulungagung: State 
















1.   Many students still experienced difficulties in learning irregular verb of 
simple  past  tense  such  as  students  confuse  when  they  use  regular  or 
irregular verb although the teacher has used matching game. 
 
2.   Many students‘ vocabulary mastery especially irregular verbs of simple 
past tense is still low although the teacher has used matching game. 
 




The limitation of the problem is the process of teaching and learning irregular 
verb of simple past tense through matching game and the problem of teacher and 
students in teaching and  learning  irregular verb of simple past tense through 
matching  game at the first  semester of the eight  grade students of SMPN 1 
Kelumbayan Barat in the academic year of 2020/2021. 
 
 
D.  Formulation of the Problem 
 
 




1.  How is the process of teaching and learning irregular verb of simple past 
tense through matching game at first semester of the eight grade of SMPN 




2.  What are teacher‘s problems in the process of teaching irregular verb of 
 














3.  What are students‘ problems in the process of learning irregular verb of 
simple past tense through matching game at first semester of the eight 













1.  To know and describe the process of teaching irregular verb of simple 
past tense by using matching game at first semester of the eighth grade of 
SMPN 1 Kelumbayan Baratin in academic year of 2020/2021. 
 
2.  To  know  and  describe  teacher‘s  problems  in  the  process  of teaching 
irregular  verb  of  simple  past  tense  through  matching  game  at  first 
semester of the eighth grade of SMPN 1 Kelumbayan Baratin in academic 
year of 2020/2021. 
 
3.  To  know  and  describe  students‘  problem  in  the  process  of  learning 
irregular  verb  of  simple  past  tense  through  matching  game  at  first 
semester of the eighth grade of SMPN 1 Kelumbayan Baratin in academic 
















1. For the students, to improve their vocabulary mastery specially irregular 
verb of simple past tense, by using matching game students more active 
and enjoy in learning English specially irregular verb of simple past tense. 
 
2.   For the teacher, to give information to the English teacher about teaching 
irregular verb of simple past tense through matching game and increase the 
teachers‘ motivation to enrich the teaching thecnique. 
 
3.   For other researcher, it can helps the other researcher that will conduct the 
resaerch and prepare a lot of theory that related the research. 
 








The subject of this research was the English teacher and the student at the 
 








Object of the research was the teaching and  learning  irregular verb of 







































A.  Concept of Teaching and Learning English 
 




Teaching may be regarded as providing opportunities for students to learn. 
It is an interactive process as well as an intentional activity. 1  It explains 
that  teaching  can  make  students  get  chance  to  study  by  being  active 
students to success teaching process, also  the students should have an 
occasional to practice English as much as possible in life. 
 
Brown states, ―teaching  is facilitating  learning,  enabling the learner to 
learn, setting the conditions for learning and showing or helping someone 
to learn how to do something. Teaching also  means giving  instruction 
guiding in study of something, providing with knowledge, and causing to 
know or understand.‖2 It means that teaching is easy way to make students 










1    George  Brown,  Effective  Teaching  in  Higher  Education  (New  York:  Rouledge, 
2002),p.2 
2  H.D. Brown, The Principles of   Language Learning and Teaching, (3rd ed) (London: 






From the theories above, it can be concluded that teaching english is a 
process  to   helping   students  to   get   knowledge   and   make   students 
understand  it.  The  important  things  to  make  the  students  easy  to 
understand  the  material  are  the  teacher  should  be  able  to  deliver  the 
material clearly, happily, and carefully and have a good management in 
teaching. 
 




The word ‗‘learning‘‘ is noun from the verb ‗‘learn‘‘ which has meaning 
 
‗‘gain knowledge or skill in a subject or activity‘‘3. Besides that, learning 
is the lifelong process of transforming information and experience into 
knowledge, skills, behaviors, and attitudes.4  Its means that learning is a 
process to get knowledge that is cannot do in short time, the students must 
keep calm to learn English if they want that information and experience 
will be their skills. 
 
Learning is essentially the process of change in mental behavior induced in 
a living organism by experience.5  This assumption implies that language 
learning is a process of acquiring another set off speech habit. In addition, 







3  Martin H. Manser, Oxford Learner’s Pocket Dictionary, (4th  ed) (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 2008), p.250 
4 H.D. Brown,Op.Cit, p.19 
5  Theodore Hubener, How to Teach Foreign Language Effectively,  (New York: New 






strategy, technique, or game. It is means as a integrated process between 
learning and play a game. 
 
Based on the explanation above, the researcher can concluded that learning 
is long process in transferring knowledge to the students and become they 
are understand and mastering knowledge. 
 
B.  Concept of Grammar 
 
1. Definition of Grammar 
 
According to Gerot and Wignel, grammar is a theory of language, of how 
languages  is  put  together  and  how  it  works‖6.   Scott  Thornbury  said 
that  grammar  is  defined  as  a  descript ion  of  the  rules  for  for ming 
sentences,  including  an  account  of the  the  meanings  that  these  forms 
convey7.  Based  on  the  explanation  above  the  meaning  of  message 
conveyed  by  language  has  to  be  converted  into  words  put  together 
according  to  grammatical  rules,  and  these  words  are  conveyed  by 
sound. It is hoped that the rule of this grammar helps the readers, listeners, 
and the viewers to catch the main means of sentences or utt erances  that 
the  writer  or  speaker   produces.  In  short,   grammar means the basic 
signals  by  which  a  language  transmits  its  meanings. Hence, learning 







6 Gerot  And  Wignel,  Making  Sense  of  Functional  Grammar,  (Australia:  Gerd 
Stabler, 1994), p. 2. 
7 Scott Thornbury, How to Teach Grammar, (England: Pearson Education Limited, 






Language is acquired through practice; it is merely perfected through 
grammar.8 It is also supported by Douglas Brown who states grammar is a 
system of rules governing the conventional arrangement and relationship 
of words ia a sentence. In other word, grammar tells us to construct a 
sentence (wird order, verb and noun system, modifiers, phrase, clauses, 
etcetra.).9   It    means  that  grammar  is  an  important  rule  in  language; 
therefore  every  language  has  its  own grammar.  The  user  of  language 
cannot express their opinion or idea correctly if the sentences are not only 
one of the goals of the teaching; anotherimportant thing is that students 
should be able to use the words and phrase to express meaning. 
 
Harmer states that grammar of language is the description of the ways in 
which words can change their forms and can be combined into sentences 
in that language.10  It means that, if the students cannot master grammar 
well, they cannot produce a good sentence. As we know that language 
function is a first one tool communication which can communicate with 
written and oral, it needs knowledge of grammar in order to know the 
meaning of sentence or text. 
Based on the statements above, it was clear that grammar is considered as 
a system of the rules of the language that is used in context of 
communication. That is why, by mastering grammar the students will be 
 
 
8 Ibid, p. 25 
9 H. Douglas Brown, Teaching by Principles an Interactive Approach to Language 
Pedagogy, USA, 1994, p. 362 
10 Jeremy Harmer, The Practice of English Language Teaching, (3rd Edition), Longman: 






able to speak English or communicate with others correctly and English 
grammar determines how to construct words and at least it, especially for 
the students. 
 




Grammar is the analysis of language elements that convey meaning. These 
elements include sounds (phonetics and phonology), individual words (the 
lexicon), the constituent meaningful elements of words (morphology), the 
arragement of words into phrases, clauses, and sentences (syntax), accent 
and  stress (prosody), and the appropiate overall aplication of all these 
things in a given situation (pragmatics).11 Beside that, grammar also have 
one of the important things that is tense. In English, tense is important to 
be learn. If we have understand tenses, we can understand the grammar in 
English. 
 
C.  Vocabulary 
 
 
Vocabulary is basic element to learn a language and to make a 
communication with another people. It is impossible to learn English if 
students   are   lack   of   vocabulary.   Cameron   says,   ―vocabulary   is 
fundamental to  using the foreign language as discourse‖.12     Thornbury 





11 Richard V. Teschner and Eston E. Evan, Analyzing the Grammar of English, 3rd 
Edition, Washington D.C : Georgetown University Press, 2007, p. 3 
12Lyne Cameron. Teaching Learning to Young Learners. (London : Cambridge university 






nothing can be conveyed.‖ 13  Vocabulary is one of the components of 
language which will make the language meaningful. Therefore without 
mastering vocabulary we cannot have communication. It is supported by 
Cameron, ― vocabulary has been seen as a major resource for a language 
use ‖14. 
 
Understanding  vocabulary  would  be  very  influential  for  students  in 
learning foreign language, according to Cameron in Alqahtani ―vocabulary 
was  one  of  many  fields  of  knowledge  in  language  that  had  a  large 
influence on students in acquiring  language.‖ While Wood, Keser and 
Linse in Alqahtani said ―language development of students was influenced 
by the magnitude of their vocabulary development.‖15 
 
According to the theories above, it can be concluded that vocabulary is 
very important component in language learning. Without vocabulary we 
cannot communicate each other and also without vocabulary it is difficult 
to  learn  foreign  language.  Vocabulary is very important  component  in 
language learning because vocabulary is tool that used to communicate 









13Scott Thornbury, How to Teach Vocabulary. (London : Pearson education limited, 
2002).p. 13. 
14Lynne Cameron, Op.cit p.94. 
15 Mofareh Alqahtani, ‗The Importance of Vocabulary in Language Learning and How to 
Be Taught‘, International Journal of Teaching and Education, Vol. 3, No. 3, 2015, p. 22. 






1.   Kinds of Vocabulary 
 
Linse stated that vocabulary is the collection of words that an individual 
knows16. While Hornby defined vocabulary as all the words that person 
knows or uses when they are talking about paricular subject in particular 
language17. It means that vocabulary is all words that people knows and 
uses in particular language to communicate effectively. 
According to Nelson, ―words in English have classes that usually called 
part of speech‖, there were: 
a.    Noun 
 
Noun as a rule used to name of animal, person, thing, idea, event, or 
place. 
b.    Verb 
 
Verb was one of several conditions in a sentence to be a complete 
sentence. Without a verb, a sentence could not stand. in mental actions 
(am, is are, ect) or physical (kick, swim, ect) done by the subject was 
shown through verbs. 
c.    Adjective 
 
To  modify  nouns  we  could  use  this  section,  called  adjective. 









16 C.T Linse and D. Nunan, Practical English Language Teaching: Young Learners. 
(New York, McGraw-Hil ESL/ELT, 2005), p. 121 






d.    Adverb 
 
Adverb  has  a  function  that  resembles  an  adjective,  which  was  to 
change the type of the word class. Adverb was able to change the class 
of words such as verb and adjective. Adverb was usually given an 
additionally at the end of the word. 
e.    Preposition 
 
In English, to indicate a place or time was a function of preposistion. 
the words included in the preposition are above, below, outside, in, on, 
at, nearby, near, since, buttom, under, up, out, inside, ect. 
f.    Conjunction 
 
Popular conjunction to connect a sentence, phrase and clause. There 
were two kinds of conjunctions : 
a.  Coordinator : coordinator functions to connect the same word or 
element. Like and, but, or. 
b.  Subordinator : introduced a subordinator clause. Such as : after, 
before, although, if, since, as long as, provided that, in other that, 
etc. 
g.    Pronoun 
 
English pronouns function to remodel the nouns. The main pronoun 






h.    Determiner 
 
To introduced noun phrase commonly use determiner. It cuold be in the 
form of numeral, pronoun, article, etc. The main determiner such as a, the, 




As explained above, that the part of speech according to Nelson: noun, verb, 
adjective,  adverb,  preposition,  determiner,  conjunction,  pronoun.  In  this 
study,  researcher  only  focused  on  one  of  the  various  vocabulary  types, 
namely the verb. 
 
D.  Concept of the Verbs 
 
 
Verbs are words that show action, activit y, or what  it  does.19  Verbs in a 
sentence described activities or things done by subject, physical or mental 
activity.20   Silvia  Robertson  said  that  a  verb  in  general  is  the  key to  the 
meaning of the sentence.21 It means that the verb is the most important thing 
in  a  sentence  because a  verb  is a keyword  to  express the  meaning  in  a 
sentence. Thus, without verb, it cannot be called as a sentence. 
 
According to Marcella Frank verb is the most complex part of speech. Its 
varying arrangements with nouns determine the different kinds of sentences— 




18  Gerald Nelson and Sidney Greenbaum, An Introduction to English Grammar Fourth 
Edition, (London and New York: Routledge Taylor and Francis Group, 2016), p. 36 
19 Sjah Djalinus, Modern English Grammar, (Jakarta: CV. Simplex, 1977), p. 30 
20 Capella University, ‗Grammar Handbook‘, in Capella University, p. 10. 
21Hodder & Stoughton, Parken Verboten (Teach Yourself : German Verbs), (German: 






the grammatical properties of person and number, properties hich require 
agreement with the subject.22 But the verb also has several other grammatical 
properties that are shared with no other part of speech. These properties are: 
 
1.   Tense 
 
Special verb endings or accompanying auxiliary verbs signal the time an 
event takes place. 
2.   Voice 
 
Special verb forms are arranged in certain positions with nouns to indicate 
whether the grammatical subject of a sentence is performing an action 
(The policeman arrested the burglar—active voice) or is itself being acted 
upon ( The bulglar was arrested by the policeman—passive voice). 
3.   Mood 
 
Special verb forms mark (a) commands and requests; (b) statements 
epressing wishes, unreal conditions, or matters of urgency or importence. 
4.   Aspect 
 
Certain verb forms, often with accompanying adverbial expressions, may 
indicate whether an event is to be regarded as a single point on a time 
comtinuum, a repetition of points, or a single duration with a beginning, a 










22 Marcella Frank, Modern English A Practical Reference Guide, (London: Prentice-Hall,, 






readily expresses through the progressive forms of the tenses. 23  In this 
research, researcher only focused on one namely tense. 
 
1. Kinds of Verb 
 
Verbs are variable lexemes. They have a number of different inflectional 
forms that are required or permitted in various grammatical contexts.24 The 
most  distinctive  grammatical  property  of  verbs  is  their  inflection.25 
Inflectional is variation in the form of a lexeme determined by syntactic 
properties like singular and plural number in nouns, preterite and present 
tense in verbs.26 Actually, the preterite form is similar to the past form of 
verb, such as watch – watched – watched. 
According  to their  changes of form (inflection)  verbs are divided  into 
regular and irregular verbs.27  In this research, researcher only focused on 
irregular verbs. 
 
a.   Regular Verbs 
 
 
Regular verbs had certain patterns to change, Richards and Schmidt in 
Hadijah said that regular verb was ―a verb which has the most typical 
forms  in  its  language  for  grammatical  categories  such  as  tense  or 




23Ibid, p. 47 
24Rodney Huddleston and Geoffrey K. Pullum, A Student‘s Introduction to English 
Grammar, (London : Cambridge university press, 2005), p. 29 
25Ibid., p. 17 
26Ibid., p. 301 
27James C. Fernald, op.cit p. 82 
28   Siti Hadijah, ‘An Analysis Of Students’ Ability In Using Regular Verbs And Irregular 






―regular verbs were verbs which conform to a certain pattern.‖ such the 
word walk that  changed  into  walk-walked-walked, but  to be could  not 
change regularly as the word walk.29 Regular verbs were verbs that change 
verb 1 to verb 2 or verb 3 just by adding d / ed at the end of the word. 
 
According to Pramono regular verbs are verb in form of past tense and 
past patriciple which is added by ED/D.30 
 













































2)  If the verbs are ended by E then Verb 2 and Verb 3 added by ―D‖. 
 
Table 3 





















29  Hodder & Stoughton, Parken Verboten (Teach Yourself : German Verbs), (German: 
Hodder Headline, 2003), p.4 
30 W. Pramono suseno, Complete English Grammar, (Nidya Pustaka), p. 22 
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3)   If the verbs are ended by ―Y‖ preseded by a consonant then suffix ―Y‖ 
 
changed to ―I‖ and then added by ED. 
 
Table 4 
The examples of verbs that are ended by Y preceded by a consonant then 









































4)   If the verbs are ended by ―Y‖ preceded by a vowel then suffix ―Y‖ is 
 
not changed and added by ED. 
 
Table 5 
The examples of verbs are ended by “Y” preceded by a vowel then suffix “Y” 




































































5) If the verbs are ended by consonant and preceded by vowel, then the 
suffix is duplicated and added by ED. 
Table 6 
The examples of verbs are ended by consonant and preceded by vowel, then 


















6)   If the verbs are ended by ―C‖ and preceded by a vowel then suffix ―C‖ 
 
added by ―K‖ and then added by ED. 
 
Table 7 
The examples of verbs are ended by “C” and preceded by a vowel then suffix 






b.  Irregular Verb 
 
Irregular  verb  are  the  words  which  have  their  own  rules  in  their 
changing31. In irregular verbs, the first principal part of a verb is the simple 
form of the verb, the second principal part  is the past tense, the third 
principal part is participle. The principal of the irregular verbs will be 
given below, grouped according to the type of irregularity they show:32 
1.   All Three Principal Parts are Different 
 
Table 8 
The examples of irregular verbs that all 3 participal parts are different 
 





a. Verbs that pattern like: SING, SANG, SUNG 
Begin                          began                         begun 
Drink                          drank                         drunk 
Ring                             rang                         rung 
b.   Verbs that pattern like: BREAK, BROKE, BROKEN 
 
Break                           broke                        broken 
Choose                         chose                        chosen 
Freeze                          froze                         frozen 
Steal                             stole                          stolen 
Speak                          spoke                         spoken 
c.   Verbs that pattern like: blow, blew, blown 
 
Blow                            blew                         blown 
Draw                            drew                          drawn 
Grow                             grew                          grown 
Know                            knew                         known 
Throw                          threw                         thrown 
 
d.   Verbs that pattern like: drive, drove, driven 
 
Drive                             drove                        driven 
Ride                               rode                         ridden 
(a)rise                            (a)rose                       (a)risen 
Strive                             strove                         striven 
Write                             wrote                          written 
 
 
31 Ibid, p. 24 







e.   Verbs that pattern like: wear, wore, worn33 
 
Bear                              bore                           borne, born 
Swear                            swore                         sworn 
Tear                               tore                            torn 
Wear                             wore                          worn 
 
f.    Verbs that pattern like: bite, bit, bitten 
 
Bite                               bit                              bitten/bit 
Chide                            chid/chided        chidden/chided/chid 
Hide                              hid                             hidden 
 
g.   Verbs that pattern like:shake, shook, shaken 
 
Forsake                        forsook                       forsaken 
Mistake                        mistook                       mistaken 
Shake                           shook                          shaken 
Take                             took                            taken 
 
h.   Verbs that pattern like: give, gave, given 
 
Forbid                          forbad(e)                     forbidden 
Forgive                         forgave                      forgiven 
Give                              gave                           given 
 
i.    Verbs thst pattern like: mow, mowed, mown 
 
Hew                              hewed                         hewn 
Mow                             mowed                        wown 
Sew                              sewed                          sewn 
Show                            showed                       shown 
Saw                             sawed                          sawn 
Strew                            strewed                       strewn 
j.    Miscellaneous 
 
Be                                 was                             been 
Dive                              dove/dived                 dived 
Do                                 did                             done 
Eat                                ate                             eaten 
Fall                                fell                              fallen 
Go                                 went                            gone 
Lie                                 lay                              lain 
See                                saw                              seen 
Slay                               slew                            slain 




33 Ibid, p.62 
34Ibid, p.63 
28  
Simple form of the verb  
Past tense and Past Participle 
 
a.   Verbs that pattern like: HANG, HUNG 
 
cling                                             clung 
dig                                                dug 
hang                                             hung 
sling                                             slung 
slink                                             slunk 
spin                                             spun 
stick                                             stuck 
string                                           strung 
wring                                           wrung 
 
b.   Verbs that pattern like: FEED, FED 
 
bleed                                           bled 
breed                                            bred 
creep                                            crept 
dream                                          dreamt/dreamed 
feed                                             fed 
feel                                              felt 
meet                                              met 
sleep                                             slept 
 
c.   Verbs that pattern like: BRING, BROUGHT 
 
bring                                             brought 
buy                                                bought 
catch                                             caught 
fight                                                fought 
teach                                              taught 
think                                               thought 
 
d.   Verbs that pattern like: BEND, BENT 
 
bend                                                bent 
lend                                                lent 
rend                                                rent 
send                                                sent 






2.   Second and Third Participal Parts are Alike35 
 
Table 9 
The examples of irregular verbs that second and third 
































































e.   Verbs that pattern like: BIND, BOUND 
 
bind                                               bound 
find                                               found 
grind                                               ground 
wind                                              wound 
 
f.    Verbs that pattern like: PAY, PAID 
 
lay                                                   laid 
mislay                                             mislaid 
pay                                                  paid 
say                                                 said 
 
g.   Verbs that pattern like: SELL,SOLD 
 
sell                                                   sold 
tell                                                    told 
 
h.   Miscellaneous 
 
abide(literary)                                  abode 
build                                               built 
forget                   forgot(past participle forgotten American usage 
get                                     got(gotten American usage) 
have                                                 had 
hear                                                  heard 
hold                                                  held 
lose                                                   lost 
make                                                 made 
shoot                                                 shot 
sit                                                      sat 
slide                                                 slid 
understand                                       understood 





























The examples of irregular verbs that all three principal parts are alike 
Simple form of the verb - Past tense and Past Participle 
 
bet (sometime betted  for the past tense and the past participle) 
bid ((meaning offer money at an auction) 







knit (also knitted for the past tense and the past participle) 
let 
put 


















The examples of irregular verbs that first and third principal parts are alike 





become                     became                       become 
come                          came                          come 
overcome                   overcame                   overcome 








37 Ibid, p.66 
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The word ―tense‖ derived ultimately from the Latin word ―tempus‖ meaning 
―time‖.38 Tense commonly refers to to the time of the situation which relates 
to the situation of utterance or at the moment of speaking. According to 
Frank, tense is special verb ending or accompanying auxiliary verb signal the 
time  an  event  takes  place.39   Almost  all  verbs  can  show  the  differences 
between the present, past, and future changing in the verb form. 
 
Tense is a change in the verb that influenced by the time and nature of the 
event, all sentences in english could not be separated from tenses because all 
sentences must have something to do with the time and nature of the event.40 
 
Based on explanation above, the researcher can concluded that tense is a verb 
form or series of verbs forms used to express a time relation. Tense may also 




38 Jhon Lyons, Linguistic Semantic an Introduction, Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1995, p. 312 
39Marcela Frank, Loc.Cit., p. 47 






form. In the teaching and learning process, a teacher should be able to make 
students understand about tenses, especially in a sentence, given that tenses 
were important in English. 
 
Table 13 
The Simple Tense 
Tense Examples Meaning 
Simple present tense (a) It snows in Alaska 
(b) I     watch     television 
every day 
The simple present tense 
express events or situation 
that exist always, usually, 
habitually, they exist now, 
have existed in the past, 
and probably will exist in 
the future. 
Simple past tense (a) It snowed yesterday, 
(b) I   watched   television 
last night. 
At one particular time in 
the past, this happened. It 
began and ended in the 
past. 
Simple future tense (a) It will snow tomorrow. 
(b) I will watch television 
tonight. 
At one particular time in 






Tenses  are  grammatical  category  of  verbs  used  to  express  distictions  of 
time.41 It means that tenses are one of importat aspect in learning english. By 
mastering  tenses  in  english,  the  students  will  be  able  to  make  correct 
sentences  even in spoken or written form. Tenses are also as the part of basic 
stucture in language. People should understand and concern about structure 
especially tenses.  Tense  is  a  form of verb used to  indicate the time and 
 
 






sometime the continuation or completeness or an action in relation to the time 
of speaking.42 It means that tenses are used to indicate the action to relate of 
the time when the action is happened. 
 








The simple past indicates that an activity or situation began and ended at a 
particular time in the past.43 It is in line with Frank who says that the simple 
past tense represents definite time, whether a time word is given or not44. It 
means that past tense refers to an activity that occurs in definite time in the 
past. 
 
In addition, Cowan states that simple past tense frequently occurs with 
expressions that indicate a specific point in time whether action was carried 
out.45 Furthermore, simple past tense refers to a complete an activity or state 
that happened or that was true at a certain point or at a certain period of the 
time in the past. 
 
Murcia and Larsen also explain that the core meaning of the past tense adds is 
a  sense  of  remoteness.  The  simple  past  tense  is  used  when  the  speaker 




42 http://oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/tense--2 accessed on 11st January 2020 
43 Ibid., p. 27 
44 Marcella Frank, Op. Cit, p. 73 
45 Ron Cowan, The Teacher’s Grammar of English, (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 2008), p. 359 






explanation has the same meaning with the earlier definition above, that is 
talk about a complete action or event occured in the past, the remoteness here 
comes in the feeling that the action or event is over. 
 
According to Seaton and Mew, the point out ―simple past tense is use to talk 
about things that happened in the past‖.47 This statement is in line with Leech 
and  Svartivik,  they  said  that  simple  past  tense  is  used  when  the  past 
happening is related to a definite time in the past.48 In the other words, simple 
past tense used to express event or activity that happened in the definite time 
in the past time. 
 
From the explanation above, the researcher took conclusion that simple past 
tense is used to talk about an action, situation or event that occur at a definite 
time in the past time. The simple past tense used to talk about a complete 
action in a time befor now. The time of action can be in the recent past or the 
distance past. Our experience is an event that happened in the past time, so 
that if we will write about experience we use simple past tense. 
 




Simple past tense is form by adding –d or –ed for regular verbs, and for 
 
irregular verbs is form with irregular ways. According to Veit, ―the simple 
 





47 Anne Seaton and Y. H. Mew,  Basic English Grammar of English Language Learnes, 
(Irvine Saddleback Education Publishing, 2007), p. 98 
48 Geoffrey Leech and Jan Svartivik, A Commuicative Grammar of English, ( Harlow: 






talk/talked, bake/baked, and need/needed. In contrast, irregular (or strong) 
verbs formed by irregular ways; do/did, have/had, take/took, and get/got. 
Linking verbs are even less regular, with multiple forms in both present 
tense (am, is, are) and past tense (was, were).‖49 It means that regular form 
in simple past tense is formed by adding suffix d/ed while irregular verbs 
are fall outside the standard patterns of conjugation in the languages in 
which they occur and in form it uses verbs past to identify the form. In 
normated sentences, past tense uses to be was/were as a predicate. 
 
Simple past tense was a tense that was more often used to talk about the 
past. The table bellow is talking about time signal of simple past tense. 
Table 14 
The time signal of simple past tense 
 
Yesterday A week ago Several days ago 
Two years ago A few minutes ago An hour ago 
Last year A few day ago A month ago 
Last night A week ago A year ago 
Last week In 2000 A moment ago 
Source: Betty Schrampfer Azar, Fundamental of English Grammar, 1996 
 
The table above was talking about the time signal of simple past tense, by 
way of illustation: yesterday, two years ago, last year, last week, in 2000, 









49 Richard Veit,  Discovering English Grammar, (Boston: Houghten Miffin Company, 








a.  To indicated the habitual action in the past time. 
 
b. To  indicated the complemeted  activity in  the past  event  and  the time 
known. 
c.  To indicated the activity or situation began and ended at a particularly time 
in the past. 50 
 




Jamil argues that the formula of simple past tense can be in the various 
forms. It can be classified in three kinds of sentences, they are51 : 
 




a.   Positive sentence 
 
 
Subject + verb2 + object/adverb 
 
 












Example (1) is a positive sentence using simple past tense. 
 
In this sentence (1) We is as a subject, learnt is as a verb 2 or past verb 
which is from verb 1 or present verb learn, English is as an object and 
 
 
50   Betty  Schrampfer  Azar,  Fundamental  of  English  Grammar,  (3rd   Ed),  (Longman, 
Wahington, 2003), p.25. 






in this class is as the adverb of place. In example (2), he is as a subject, 
worked is as a verb 2 or past verb which is from verb 1 or present verb 
work, here with them is as an adverb of place. 
 




Subject + did + not+ verb 1 + object/adverb 
 
 












Example (1) is a negative sentence using simple past tense. In sentence 
(1), I is the subject. As it is a negative sentence auxiliary verb did and 
negation are added before the verb. Get is the verb 1 or present verb, 
and prize is the object. In example (2), he is the subject. As it is a 
negative sentence, auxiliary verb did and negation are added. Sing is 
the verb 1 or present verb, song is the object. 
 
c.   Interrogative sentence 
 
 


















Example (1)  and  (2)  are interrogative sentences  using  simple past 
tense.In  interrogative  sentence,  an  auxiliary  did  is  used  in  the 
beginning of the sentence. Past verb is not used anymore. Instead, 
present verb is used. In example (1) and (2), the verb arewrite and 
read. 
 
Past Tense Nominal 
 
 
Past tense nominal was a sentence that used to be (was, were) as a 
predicate then followed by noun or adjective. For example of positive 
sentence like She was a painter. The formulation as follows:52 
(+) Subject + Was/were + Complement 
 
(-) Subject + Was/were not + Complement 
(?) Was + Subject + Complemen 
Examples: 
(+) Layla was sad last night 
 
(-)  Layla was not sad last night 
 



























1. Concep of Game 
 
 
According  to  Hadfield,  a  game  is  an  activity with  rules,  a  goal  and 
element of fun.53 Similarly, Harmer states; ―Games are a vital part of a 
teacher‘s  equipment,  not only for language practice they provide, but 
also for the therapeutic effect they have. They can be used at  any stage 
of  a  class  to  provide  an  amusing  and  challenging respite from other 
classroom activity and are especially useful at the end of along day to 
send students away feeling cheerful about their English class‖54. It means 
that games can be the media to teach English grammar learners for some 
reasons. Wright, David, and Michael define game as a fun activity which 
is challenging and entertaining for learning and make good strategy in 
communicating between players55. 
 
From  the  statement  above,  it  can  be  concluded  that  games  is  a  fun, 
amusing and challenging activity that can   be used in teaching to make 
students more enjoy in learning and make the student easier in 
understanding the materials and easier in memorizing the new words. 
Through experiences with situations in which a language is used by the 






53 Hadfield .Elementary Vocabulary Games.( England: Longman) 1998 .p4 
54 Harmer The  Practice  of  English  Language  Teaching:  New Edition. New York: 
Longman.1991 p101 
55 Wright,A, David, B and Michael, B Games For Language Learning,(New York: 














Students ask their partners to get missing information to complete the 
task or card they have or together solve a problem. 
 




The player with the information deliberately withholds it, while others 
guess what it may be. 
 




Players must obtain all or a large amount of the information available 
to fill in a questionnaire or to solve a problem. 
 




These games involve matching pairs of cards or pictures. Everyone 
must find a partner with a corresponding card or a picture. 
 
e.   Matching-up games 
 
Each player in a group has a list of opinions, preferences, wants or 
possibilities.  Through  discussion  and  compromise,  the  group  must 
















Players have certain articles, or ideas which they wish to exchange for 
others. The aim of the game is to make an exchange that is satisfactory 
to both sides. 
 




Players need to collect cards in order to complete a set. Combining 
activities. Players must act on certain information in order to arrange 
themselves in groups. 
 




Players must acquire information and act on it in order to arrange items 
in a specific order. 
 
One of games that mentioned by Hadfield is matching game. In this 
research the researcher focused on matching game. 
 
2. Matching Game 
 
 
Matching games is a game to match the corresponding pair of cards or 
pictures, and may be played as a whole class activity, where everyone 
must circulate until they find a partner with a corresponding cards or 
pictures or as a pair work or small group activity57. Media is tools or 










receiver, so it can be stimulate the mind, feelings, interests and concerns 
of students so that the learning process takes place effectively and 
efficiently as expected58. In this research, the teacher uses cards as the 
media in teaching irregular verb of simple past tense through matching 
game, the cards that contains of question card (verb 1) and answer card 
(verb 2). 
 
Matching game is one of the teaching techniques which can be used in 
co-operative learning, where students have to  find their partner. In this 
game, the students are divided into two groups, group A and group B. 
Each of the students in each group get one card. The students in group 
A get the q u e s t io n cards t h a t r e la t e d t o t he topic while the students 
in group B get the answer cards. After they find their matches, they have 
to report it to the teacher and the last step is the teacher asks them to 
compose sentences based on the words they got on their cards. 
 








The material of this game is card with a verb (verb 1 or verb 2) 
written on each in different types, verb 1 on question cards, verb 2 
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This game takes 20 minutes to play. 
b.   Procedure 
1.   The teacher prepares cards. The card is divided into two types: one 
 
type consists of the questions, and the other consists of answer. 
 
2.   Teacher divided the class into two groups, A group and B group 
 
3.   The cards spread to the students. Each student gets one card, the 
question cards for A group and the answer cards for B group, some 
cards are conditioned not to have a partner. 
4.   Students are asked to matching the cards with their appropriate 
pairs. Each of students must be able to find the matchs of their 
cards on time to get scores. If the students can not answer the 
question card  in a given time, they will get  punishment  that is 
agreed before. 
5.   Each of student is given a time about 10 second to determine the 
answers or questions from their own card 
6.   Change the position of groups with new cards until all have a 
question to be answered 
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Every methods and strategy have the advantages and disadvantages, 
matching game is no exception. According to Aqib, the advantages and 
disadvantages using matching game are:60 
 
a.   The Advantages 
 
 
1) The  students  looking  for  the  couple  while  learning  about  a 
concept or topic in a pleasant atmosphere. 
 
2) Each student can be  directly involved  in  answering a question 
given to them in the form of a card. 
 
3) It  can  help  avoid  students  being  bored  during  the teaching- 
learning process. 
 
4) Student cooperation will emerge dynamically 
 
 
5) There is dynamic mutual help between the students 
 
 
6) It can create a more interesting classroom atmosphere 
b.   The Disadvantages 
1) Requires  guidance  from the  teacher  to  conduct  the activity 
 
2) The time needed to be limited, students is not to let play too much 










3) Teachers need to prepare adequate materials and tools 
 
 










Teaching vocabulary -irregular verb- is clearly more than just presenting new 
words. Teacher  must  be careful in selecting the vocabulary or verbs that 
he/she will teach. Both students and teacher need to know how it talks about 
language at various points during learning and teaching.61  It means that in 
teaching irregular verb the teacher have mastery the verb more than students, 
So if he/she want to teach they are must know the point of the theory that will 
transferring in teaching and learning process. 
 
Learning vocabulary is largely about remembering, and students generally 
need to see, say, and write newly learned words many times before they can 
be said to have learned them. According to Harmer there are various ways a 
teacher  can explain the  meaning  of words when teaching  vocabulary and 
this should be a major part of the teaching performance62. Repetition is an 
important aid to learning and having to actively recall or ―retrieve‖ a word is 

















over and over. 63  it can be interpreted that repeating irregular verbs helps 
students remember better than just seeing the verbs. 
 
In order to encourage students to  get more interested in learning English 
especially EFL irregular verb, teachers have to create a fun element in the 
class such us using a game or intereting technique, so the students will not 
boring.  One  of  the  games  is  matching  game.  According  to  Hadfield, 
―Matching games is a game to  match the corresponding pair of cards or 
pictures, and may be played as a whole class activity, where everyone must 
circulate until they find a partner with a corresponding cards or pictures or as 
a pair work or small group activity64‖. From the statement above, It can be 
said that matching game is a game that can make students more interested in 
learning and avoid students being bored. By using matching game students 
hopely can get many irregular verb that will useful to them in students 
enthusiasm in learning process and make good interaction between teacher 
and students. 
 
According to the explanation above, it can be concluded that teaching and 
learning   irregular verb of simple past tense through matching game is an 
activity that teaching and learning about new words by matching game. It 
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I.    Procedures of Teaching  and Learning  Irregular Verb  of Simple Past 
 




There  are  some  instructions  to  play  matching  game  in  the  class    are  as 
follows: 
 
1.   The teacher prepares cards of verb. The card is divided into two types: one 
type consists of the questions, and the other consists of answer. 
2.   Teacher divided the class into two groups, A group and B group 
 
3.   The cards spread to the students. Each student gets one card, the question 
cards for  A group  and the answer  cards for  B group,  some cards are 
conditioned not to have a partner. 
4.   Teacher asked the students to match the cards with their appropriate pairs. 
 
Each of students must  be able to  matching their cards on time  to  get 
scores. If the students can not answer the question card in a given time, 
they will get punishment that is agreed before. 
5.   Each of student is given a time about 10 second to determine the answers 
or questions from their own card 
6.   Change the position of groups with new cards until all have a question to 
be answered 





















There are some problems by the teacher in teaching vocabulary which affects 
the outcomes of teaching learning vocabulary in the class. In this case, 
researcher focused on irregular verbs. Some of those problems, as Thakur 
states, it can be described as follows : 
 
a.   Over-crowded class, teachers of English experience a lot of problems in 
handling such a big class. It is difficult to pay attention to individual students 
and it is very much desirable in English classroom. 
b.   Lack of Competent Teachers, lack of competent teachers are the main source 
of trouble as far as the teaching of English in schools. They are either trained 
in old methods and have never cared to look for something better in new 
techniques or there are those who receive new insight but never apply their 
knowledge  to  actual  teaching  work  and  remain  satisfied  with  routine 
methods. Sometimes, English is taught by those who did not affects this 
subject while under training. 
c.   Faulty methods of teaching, in the teaching of English suffer from the faulty 
methods of teaching. In most of the schools, the translation method is the 
sole favorite with the teachers. The teacher pick up the reader, translate the 
paragraph,  write the  meanings  of difficult  words  on the  blackboard  and 
assigns some homework and that is all. No attention is ever paid to 






that when they pass out, they are as ignorance as they were when they first 
entered the english class. 
d.   Non-available of good textbooks, the textbook of English used in school are 
sub-standart. The book are edit or written by those who are not actual 
practicing  teachers.  No  effort  is  made  to  select  before  hand  graded 
vocabulary for use in the text books. 
e.   Apathy to New Technique and procedure, most of the teachers working in 
middle  and  high  schools  are  both  ignorant  and  apathetic  to  the  new 
techniques and procedures of teaching English. The new generation of 
teachers  is  being  given  training  in  new  methods  but  the  teachers  fail 
miserably when they are actually put on the job. 
f. Inadequate  provision  of  teaching  Aids,  a  general  survey  of  teaching  in 
schools would reveal that most of the teaching is being done without the help 
of any aid. The teacher of English hardly takes any initiative to prepare even 
simple charts or flashcards which can greatly help them in teaching their 
subject well.66 
 
From the explanation above, it can be concluded that teaching vocabulary 
especially  irregular  verbs  is  not  just  presenting  new  verbs  but  also  the 
meaning of the verb it self and the use of word in various context. Some 
problems  may  commonly  coming  by  the  teaching  process  are  crowded, 
teacher have faulty techniques in teaching, lack of component of a teacher, 
the  classic  of  method,  non-availability  of  textbooks  and  apathy  in  new 
 
66Jyati Thakur, Challeges and Prospects in Teaching English, (Delhi : Chitkara 






technique.    All  those  problem  should  be  solved  by the  teacher  to  make 
succesfull teaching and learning. In this research, researcher analysed some 
points of the teacher‘s problems that related to the research, t he points are 
over, not available of good textbook, and inadequate provesion of teaching 
aids and quite of crowded class. 
 




A student  is trying  to  use the language by using  vocabulary into  certain 
sentences in order to be able to communicate and transfer their ideas in any 
activity of learning language. As Thornbury says, ―without grammar very 
little can be conveyed, without vocabulary nothing can be conveyed.‖67  It 
means that vocabulary; irregelar verb has a big contribution in supporting the 
succesful  of  language  used.  It  is  impossible  to  learn  about  language  if 
students are lack of vocabulary. In learning vocabulary, students may have 
problems. They include: 
 
a.   Pronunciation, research shows, the words that difficult  to pronounce are 
more difficult to learn. Potentially difficult words will typically be those that 
contain sounds that are unfamiliar to some groups of students. 
b.   Spelling; sound-spelling  mismatches are likely to  be the cause of errors, 
 
either of pronunciation of spelling, and can contribute to a word‘s difficulty. 
 













c.   Length and complexity, long words seem to be more difficult to learn than 
the short ones. Dealing with complex words also tends to be more difficult 
than the simple one. 
d.   Grammar, also problematic is grammar associated with the word grammar of 
phrasal verb is particularly troublesome. Some phrasal verbs are separable, 
but others are not. 
e.   Meaning, when two words overlap in meaning, students are likely to confuse 
them. Words with multiple meaning can also be troublesome for students. 
Range, connotation, and idiomatically, words that can be used in a wide 
range of context will generally be perceived as easier than their synonyms 
with a narrower range. Uncertainty as to the connotations of some words 
may cause problems too.68 
 
From the theory above,  it  can be concluded that in learning  vocabulary; 
irregular verb, the students may have some problems and difficulties. Some 
of those problems are the students felt  that the teacher‘s explanation for 
meaning or definition, pronunciation, spelling and grammatical function is 
boring, students only think of vocabulary learning as knowing the  primary 
meaning of new word. In this research, researcher analysed some points of 
the students problems according to the students and their ability, the points 
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